The TelePresence Tech Eye-to-Eye systems achieve eye contact for natural human communication over a distance.

Eye Contact
Video conference and telepresence systems that place a camera at the top of a monitor cannot deliver eye contact. TelePresence Tech has a portfolio of patents that cover our proprietary solution for achieving eye contact.

Product Range
The Eye-to-Eye products range from desktop systems with a 22” monitor to large room systems with a 103” monitor. There is an Eye-to-Eye system for all conference and meeting rooms.

Interoperability
The Eye-to-Eye systems accommodate cameras and codecs from Sony, LifeSize, Cisco, Tandberg, Polycom and other standards based systems. These systems can communicate with other video conference systems to send and receive video in the standard format.

Compact Solution
The Eye-to-Eye systems require less space in a room than standard video conference systems. This is because the users can sit closer to the displayed participants on the screen without the distortion caused by a camera placed on the top of the monitor.

Direct Viewing
The users directly view through the beamsplitter to the displayed image on the monitor. This configuration assures the optimal quality in the displayed high definition image with excellent brightness and color depth.

Room Setting
The TelePresence Tech Eye-to-Eye systems do not require a special backdrop to achieve excellence results. These systems are easy to use since there is no need for room modifications.
Eye-to-Eye TPT22
The TPT22 is a 22” telepresence system that can be placed on a desk or table. The beamsplitter is tempered for safety. LED back lighting is optional.
Dimensions
20 1/2” W x 16 1/2” D x 21 3/8” H

Eye-to-Eye TPT46
The TPT46 is a telepresence system that can be placed on a standard table height surface. If placed on a cart the system can roll through a single doorway without disassembly. The beamsplitter is tempered for safety. The unit has an infrared repeater. LED back lighting is optional.
Dimensions
44 1/4” W x 30” D x 33 1/2” H

Eye-to-Eye TPT65
The TPT65 is a fully self contained 65” telepresence system on casters. The unit has an integrated 19” rack with infrared repeater and power distribution. The beamsplitter is laminated safety glass. LED back lighting is optional.
Dimensions
61 3/4” W x 42 3/4” D x 65” H

Eye-to-Eye TPT85
The TPT85 is a fully self contained 85” telepresence system on casters. The unit has an integrated 19” rack with infrared repeater and power distribution. The beamsplitter is laminated safety glass. LED back lighting is optional.
Dimensions
80” W x 54” D x 76” H

Eye-to-Eye TPT103
The TPT103 is a fully self contained 103” telepresence system on casters. The unit has an integrated 19” rack with infrared repeater and power distribution. The beamsplitter is laminated safety glass. LED back lighting is optional.
Dimensions
95” W x 59” D x 86” H